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Canada’s Global Firms and the 

Future of Trade Policy
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With one in five Canadian jobs linked to exports, international trade is 

critical to Canada’s long-term prosperity (see De Backer and Miroudot, in 

this volume). Central to securing this prosperity will be a trade and commerce 

strategy that positions Canadian firms to take advantage of global markets. Much 

has changed in the world since Canada and the United States signed a free trade 

agreement in 1987, so trade policy must be updated to reflect the ever-evolving 

and increasingly competitive global business environment. With trade negoti-

ations at the World Trade Organization (WTO) largely stalled in recent years, 

countries instead have sought preferential market access through bilateral and 

regional trade deals. Canada risks continuing to lose global market share if it fails 

to keep pace with other countries by aggressively seeking out new market oppor-

tunities. An ambitious trade agenda over the past decade has been welcome, but 

more can and should be done to advance Canada’s commercial interests abroad. 

This commentary outlines several areas for action to help Canada improve its 

status as a leading trading nation in the twenty-first century. 

Focus on Large Firms

Canada’s trade poliCy should refleCt the reality that large firms drive 

international trade. Indeed, firm-level research repeatedly has found that 

the propensity to export increases with firm size (see Lapham, in this volume). 

As figure 1 shows, the share of Canadian businesses that exported was just over 1 

percent for small businesses (defined as those with fewer than 100 employees) in 

2010, but 43 percent for large enterprises (those with 500 or more employees); 

see also Baldwin and Yan’s trade and productivity chapter, in this volume.
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These findings reflect the fact that few small and medium-sized businesses 

tend to be the “first movers” into new international markets; most often, big busi-

nesses lead the way. This is not surprising, since the majority of small companies 

focus on their local markets. As firms grow, they acquire more of the resources 

and capabilities they need to compete internationally, including legal and linguistic 

support, access to export financing, greater management depth and access to inter-

national networks and partnerships. As a result, larger firms are generally more able 

to commit significant resources to new markets for a longer period — something that 

is often essential to succeed.

Large firms are not only more likely to export; they are also responsible 

for a disproportionate share of Canada’s exports. Despite accounting for just 3 

percent of Canadian goods-exporting enterprises, large firms contributed almost 

three-quarters of the total value of goods exports in 2014 (figure 2). Moreover, 

the top 10 Canadian exporters accounted for almost one quarter (24.8 percent) 

of the total value of goods exported, while the top 50 firms generated more than 

half (54.5 percent).1 These results vividly illustrate the paramount importance of 

large firms for Canadian trade.

Source: Industry Canada (2012).

Figure 1
Share of Canadian businesses that export, by firm size, 2010
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Stay Competitive in the United States

a key Challenge for Canadian firms is their deClining Competitiveness in the 

United States, Canada’s largest foreign market. China, in particular, has gained 

significant ground on Canada there. Preliminary trade data show that in 2015, the 

total value of US-China trade reached $598 billion, surpassing US-Canada trade 

($576 billion) for the first time in history (US Commerce Department).

Halting Canada’s relative slide in the US market thus should be a key prior-

ity. For Canadian firms, this will entail a renewed focus on containing costs and 

improving the productivity of their Canadian operations. For some, it might involve 

expanding operations in the United States, where production costs are often lower.

Streamlining cross-border trade would help keep noncommodity export-

ers based in Canada instead of being attracted south by competitiveness factors. 

Recent enhancements under the Canada-United States “Beyond the Border Action 

Plan” — a joint government approach to security and economic competitiveness 

— such as the eGate pilot project at the Peace Bridge between Fort Erie, Ontario, 

Source: Statistics Canada, “Trade by Enterprise Characteristics: Exporters in Canada,” 2014, provisional estimates. 
Note: SMEs are small and medium-sized enterprises.

Figure 2
Share of the total value of Canadian goods exports, by firm size, 2014
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and Buffalo, New York, demonstrate how technology can make border crossings 

faster and easier while enhancing security. Meanwhile, improvements to the 

Customs Self-Assessment program would enable more Canadian firms to take 

advantage of the opportunities presented by global supply chains.

But more can be done to streamline cross-border trade (Miller, Dillon and 

Robertson 2014). Border infrastructure should be improved, and the Beyond the 

Border pilot projects should be broadened into generally applied border proced-

ures. In the next phase of the work of the joint Canada-United States Regulatory 

Cooperation Council, the adoption of an “align or explain” mechanism would 

greatly accelerate efforts to achieve common standards for health, safety and 

the environment. This more ambitious approach would make it the default to 

harmonize Canadian regulations with those of the United States, unless a unique 

Canadian factor (for example, geographic considerations such as colder winters) 

or a national interest rationale justifies maintaining a difference. Better regulatory 

cooperation with the United States would give Canadian companies a competitive 

advantage in global markets.

Ratify and Implement the Big Outstanding Trade Deals

although many Canadian businesses are already Well-established in global 

markets, ensuring that Canada does not fall behind other countries is import-

ant if Canadian firms are to grow their international presence. The WTO remains 

the best venue for pursuing global trade liberalization, and a strong, modern, 

multilateral trading system would be a huge benefit for Canada. In the absence 

of progress in the WTO’s long-drawn-out Doha Round, however, Canada must 

seek new markets in other forums, such as through bilateral and regional deals. 

The Canada-European Union Comprehensive Economic and Trade Agree-

ment (CETA) is one of the most important trade deals Canada has entered into 

since the Canada-US deal struck nearly three decades ago. The recently agreed, 

but not yet ratified, Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) is also critical for advancing 

Canada’s interests in the Asia-Pacific region. In 2013, TPP members had a com-

bined gross domestic product (GDP) of nearly US$28 trillion. The consumer 

market potential is huge, with TPP countries home to nearly 800 million people. 

Economic modelling suggests that the TPP could yield annual income gains of 

US$9.9 billion for Canada (or 0.5 percent of GDP by 2025) and increase exports 
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by US$15.7 billion (2.6 percent of GDP) (Petri and Plummer 2012). Another 

important step to opening up business opportunities in the Asia-Pacific region 

would be to conclude the ongoing bilateral trade negotiations with India (the 

Canada-India Comprehensive Economic and Partnership Agreement, or CEPA; 

see Rao and Tapp 2015). 

Ratifying and implementing deals such as CETA, TPP and CEPA will not 

be easy, but with them in force, Canada could enhance its position in global trade 

and commerce networks with preferential market access to some of the world’s 

largest and fastest-growing economies.

Develop a China Strategy

perhaps the biggest missing element in Canada’s Current trade strategy 

is a cohesive plan to improve the country’s engagement with China (Dob-

son and Evans 2015). As figure 3 shows, Canada supplies only 1.3 percent of 

Chinese imports, even though Canada can offer China much of what it needs 

in terms of food, resources, expertise in infrastructure and clean technology. 

Canada also has significant opportunities in China’s services sector, including 

Source: McKinsey and Company (2014).
1 As reported by the importing countries.

Figure 3
Canada-China bilateral trade, 2012 ($ billions)
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financial services. The recent Foreign Investment and Trade Promotion and Pro-

tection Agreement with China is a welcome step toward enhanced relations, as 

is the new renminbi trading hub in Canada — the first trading hub for China’s 

currency in the Americas, launched in Toronto in 2015. To take advantage 

of these opportunities, Canada should seek to negotiate a bilateral free trade 

agreement with China.

 
Take Advantage of Opportunities in Broader Emerging Markets

the share of emerging markets — WhiCh some foreCasters expeCt to aCCount 

for over half of the world’s wealth and global trade by 2050 (Gowlings 

2012) — in Canada’s overall trade mix remains underdeveloped (figure 4). Rebal-

ancing Canada’s trading relationships thus could offer big payoffs — for instance, 

the Bank of Canada estimates that, if Canada had the same level of exposure to 

emerging markets as the United States does, our exports would be $60 billion 

higher (Macklem 2013).

Source: Authors’ calculations based on Global Affairs Canada (2015);  International Monetary (2015). 

Figure 4
Average annual growth of gross domestic product in selected countries, 2000-14, and 
Canada’s exports in 2014
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With Canada’s trade heavily weighted towards slower-growing econ-

omies — and much more so than several other advanced economies against 

which Canada competes — the challenge is for Canadian businesses to recog-

nize the opportunities in emerging markets and for the Canadian government to 

design policies to level the playing field. As a start, taking advantage of oppor-

tunities in emerging markets will require a larger presence by the Trade Commis-

sioner Service in Asia and South America, including in the mega-cities of these 

regions, where Canada’s commercial relationships are deepening.

Adapt to New Forms of Commerce

poliCy-makers need to examine neW forms of CommerCe and Consider What 

Canada must do to remain relevant in a world where economies have become 

deeply integrated. Global supply chains require firms to import inputs from all 

over the world in order to be competitive exporters. Outdated trade policies such 

as protectionist tariffs inhibit the ability of firms to link into efficient, integrated 

supply chains. 

Ciuriak and Xiao (2014) conclude that removing all tariffs on goods 

entering Canada would boost economic growth, lower prices, attract investment 

and position Canada as a centre of trade activity. They estimate that unilateral tar-

iff elimination would generate $20 billion a year in economic activity, equivalent 

to a 1 percent increase in Canada’s GDP — an amount nearly five times greater 

than the total revenue the federal government collects each year in duties.

As the global economy becomes more integrated, Canadian trade policy 

must adapt to ensure that businesses can access global markets easily. One way 

to achieve this is through clearer and more consistent rules of origin. Rules of 

origin determine which products qualify for preferential tariffs, which are subject 

to quotas or antidumping rules and whether products are subject to special label-

ling requirements. Determining where a product “comes from,” however, can be 

difficult in an era when, as the WTO puts it on their Web site, “raw materials and 

parts criss-cross the globe to be used as inputs in scattered manufacturing plants” 

(World Trade Organization, n.d.).

Designing trade policy for a globalized world also requires better data 

and for the significant gaps in the existing knowledge base to be filled. A better 

understanding of the Canadian economy and its international linkages is needed, 
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and data collection by Statistics Canada is critical to achieving this end. Recent 

improvements in the quality and coverage of foreign affiliate sales data are a wel-

come and important development, but more could be done to include annual 

sales and employment data on Canadian foreign affiliates by sector and country.

A Call to Action

sinCe 2000, Canada’s position as a leading trading nation has eroded, With 

its share of global merchandise trade falling from 4.3 percent to 2.5 percent 

in 2014, losing ground to China, South Korea, Russia, Hong Kong, Italy and the 

Netherlands (World Trade Organization 2015). Over the same period, Canada’s 

share of global commercial services trade slipped from 2.6 percent to 1.7 percent. 

Canada must act now to modernize its trade policy and attempt to reverse this 

troubling trend.

Expanding trade and accessing new markets is not the federal govern-

ment’s responsibility alone. It is imperative that Canadian firms develop a global 

mindset and be ready to share information and collaborate with government — as 

our competitors are doing — to compete and win new international business. 



1. These 10 largest enterprises by export value 

had complex business structures, together 

representing about 220 declaring units. 

Comparable data for Canada’s services trade 

are not available by firm size, but services 

trade might be less concentrated among large 

firms than is goods trade.
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